
On Oct 11, 2016, at 12:27 PM, Lee S Gliddon Jr <runlv4@gmail.com> wrote:

On Tue, Oct 11, 2016 at 11:00 AM, Sharon T. <tropicalsharon@earthlink.net> wrote:
  
From: Rubin Richard
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2016 9:03 PM
Subject: Fwd: Why I vote for Trump, not against Clinton.
I didn't write this, but I feel the same way

Why I vote for Trump, not against Clinton.

Someone asked me today how, being an American, I could stand up for Trump, a 
misogynist, a racist and a bigot. Here is my answer:

Because I use my head to research and find out what candidates really are, not what 
the media wants me to think.

Because DT has more women in executive and managerial positions than any 
comparable company, which tells me he is not a misogynist. ...

Because he pays these women the same or more than their male counterparts, which 
tells me looks for capacity and skills in people, not color, gender or race.

Because he fought the West Palm Beach City to be able to open his newly purchased 
club, so he could include blacks and Jews as members, who had been banned until 
then. This tells me he is not a racist.

Because he has raised wonderful children that have turned out to be outstanding, hard 
working and compassionate adults. He must be doing something right.

Because his economic plans makes sense, are conservative in nature, and I vote based 
of what is best for my family, my friends and my country.

Because everybody, the left and the right are afraid of him, the media is trying to destroy 
his image, and even foreign governments are voicing their opinion, so he must be doing 
something right. Clean house maybe?

Because I want a SCOTUS that will uphold the Constitution, not behave as minions of 
the Administration. I have had enough with judges that are more like political activists 
than law enforcers. I do not want the same fate for the SCOTUS.
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Because I fear for my families safety if the current trend of not confronting blatant 
terrorism continues which is a threat to our way of life.

Because I am fed up with the rampant corruption of this Administration. Accountability in 
government is paramount, and as this Administration has demonstrated, it is a foreign 
concept to them.

Because I am fed up with the political correctness gone wild, and because he is not 
afraid to say what everybody thinks but does not dare to say. A thug is a thug, 
regardless of color, and that's it.

Because it is about time someone puts America's interests ahead of other countries.

Because I know he recognizes and embraces America's exceptionalism, and will not 
tour the World apologizing for who we are. That tells me he is a patriot.

Because, unlike HRC, he has actually held a job, worked hard and achieved success.

And last, but not least, because I am more offended by what Hillary does than by what 
Trump says.

-- 
Pastor Lee S Gliddon Jr
God's Word Christian Ministry
Conservative Patriot http://conpats.blogspot.com
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